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QUESTION: 1
Given the following VoiceXML code: The objective of this code is to ask callers to enter
their PIN. Which line must be changed for this code to achieve its objective?

A. 7
B. 8
C. 11
D. 15

Answer: B

QUESTION: 2
Which two code fragments write "rose " to a log? (Choose two.)

A. <log>rose</log>
B. <log name="rose">rose</log>
C. <var name="var1" expr="'rose'"/> <log><value expr="rose"/></log>
D. <var name="var1" expr="'rose'"/> <log><value expr="var1"/></log>

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 3
Which SSML element allows you to specify the speed with which rendered output is
played?

A. the<prompt> element, using the rate attribute
B. the <prosody>element, using the rate attribute
C. the <say-as> element, using the duration attribute
D. the<emphasis> element, using the duration attribute

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
The attribute is used to identify the root document of a VoiceXML application.

A. root
B. main
C. parent
D. application

Answer: D



QUESTION: 5
Which VoiceXML element can be used to transfer execution from one VoiceXML
document to the other and return to the first VoiceXML document after the execution of the
second VoiceXML document is completed?

A. <call>
B. <goto>
C. <submit>
D. <subdialog>
E. <function>

Answer: D

QUESTION: 6
When transitioning to a different VoiceXML page, which property can be used to control
when the VoiceXML interpreter reports an error.badfetch event?

A. timeout
B. maxstale
C. fetchtimeout
D. incompletetimeout

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
Which property do you set to limit the number of elements in the application.lastresult$
array?

A. maxnbest
B. maxresults
C. numresults
D. application.lastresult.length

Answer: A

QUESTION: 8
For what is the <object> tag used?

A. assigns 'false' to boolean variables



B. provides an interface to platform-specific functionality
C. allows polymorphic reference to an ECMAScript object
D. creates objects for use in dynamically creating VoiceXML documents using Java

Answer: B

QUESTION:9
Which two attributes of the &lt;goto&gt; element, can be used to transition to another
dialog in the same document? (Choose two.)

A. next
B. expr
C. nextitem
D. expritem

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 10
If it is expected that a submit will take an excessive amount of time to process, a
VoiceXML application should .

A. specify the maxwait attribute on the submit element
B. specify the fetchaudio attribute on the submit element
C. specify a longer keepalive attribute on the submit element
D. include one or more &lt;prompt&gt; tags within the submit element

Answer: B


